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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

COPAN close connection with the clinical microbiology community
has been a major driver to continually improve product performance and develop new solutions that address the real needs of modern microbiology labs. COPAN continues to invest in science and
technology to improve its knowledge and offer the most innovative
and technically advanced product line in its market.

TECHNOLOGY

FUTURA SCIENCE PARK
by COPAN

COPAN manufacturing and R&D is founded on the integration and
full control of all the process. COPAN has an extensive range of
capabilities and know-how, including expert resources in the field
of medical sciences, product design, engineering and information
technology. Additionally COPAN has fully equipped bacteriology,
virology and molecular biology laboratories.

QUALITY

COPAN is dedicated to ensure compliance with the highest quality and
safety standards, such as ISO9001:2008 certification and CSA/UL
mark. Additionally WASP™ and WASPLab™ comply with the following EC
Directives: 2004/108/EC, 2006/42/EC and 2006/95/EC.

SUPPORT

COPAN team of support engineers, information technology engineers, application and product specialists provides full support and
training to in-field support service and laboratory personnel that will
be managing WASP™ and WASPLab™.

COPAN is worldwide recognized as the leading manufacturer of collection and preservation systems for
bacteriology, virology, molecular biology and rapid
testing.
COPAN automation division, which houses WASP™
and WASPLab™ product lines development and manufacturing, is a an eclectic and multilayered team that
combines integrated knowledge, in bacteriology, virology and molecular biology, and integrated know-how,
having in-house moulding, robotics, engineering automation and software design.

Copan in-house integrated organizational development
lead to the creation of FUTURA SCIENCE PARK
by COPAN, a human-centered open space workplace, aimed at conveying interdisciplinary exchange of knowledge and information sharing in the field of pre-analytical
microbiology.
COPAN automation division, based at FUTURA SCIENCE
PARK, manages WASP™ and WASPLab™ production and
testing phases, from robotic and mechanics hardware
assembling to software customization, final product testing and inspection for release, besides providing COPAN
technical support and engineering training services.

REDEFINING THE FUTURE
OF AUTOMATED SPECIMEN
PROCESSING
WASP™is the only instrument that addresses all aspects of
automated Microbiology specimen processing: planting and
streaking, gram slide preparation, and enrichment Broth inoculation to name a few. While competitive products only manage the aspect of planting and streaking, Copan understands
that this is only one part of specimen setup.

WASP™ PROVIDES
A TOTAL SOLUTION
FOR PREANALYTICAL
MICROBIOLOGY
SPECIMEN
PROCESSING

Copan continues to make innovative strides in Microbiology
and has designed the WASP™ as an open platform, modular
instrument for the seamless addition of new features and capabilities.
> ANTIBIOTIC DISCS DISPENSER
allows to automatically place with
4 different dispensers, antibiotic
paper discs onto plates.

OPEN PLATFORM,
MODULAR INSTRUMENT

> FULLY AUTOMATED ENRICHMENT
BROTH INOCULATION
Includes Labeling of the Tube.
No Manual Pre-labeling Needed

> OPTIONAL SIDE LABELING
of plated media allows for an
unobstructed view of hemolysis
and media color changes.
> AUTOMATIC GRAM SLIDEPREP™
prepares a Gram slide, including
permanent inkjet labeling of the
slide and drying.

> AUTOMATIC LOOP AND TOOL
CHANGE STATION™
means longer walk away time
and less user intervention.

> PLANTING AND STREAKING
Automatically opens and closes
any size container, continuous
random loading of any sample type.

> WASP™ADVANTAGE
1

INCREASE INVESTMENT LONGEVITY
with a modular instrument. New features and
capabilities are added seamlessly to WASP™,
and allow for easy integration into
WASPLab™.
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FLEXIBLE LIS INTEGRATION OPTIONS
WASP™ can interface with an institution’s LIS
using a standard unidirectional or bidirectional
communication. Upgrade LIS communication
with the professional series integration which
offers further benefits to specimen traceability.
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COST SAVINGS
WASP™ allows users the flexibility to plant
and streak two separate patient samples onto
the same plate with no risk of transposition
errors. This becomes a substantial savings
when dealing with Chromogenic plates.
Reusable Metal Loops, used for Sampling,
Planting and Streaking are sterlized after
each sample. This system ensures a low cost
of consumables, keeping the cost per test low.
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VERSATILE PROTOCOL OPTIONS
increase culture quality and sensitivity.
• Classic Streak Patterns
• Sterilization steps defined by user
• Options for high and low specimen loads
• Variable user-defined plate primary seeding
volume
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ENSURE CLEAN WORK ENVIRONMENT
WASP™ manages each specimen individually
ensuring the highest containment and
confinement measurements.

TOTAL LAB AUTOMATION
Specimen processing is an important task in microbiology that needs to be
done quickly, efficiently and to a high standard. Reliable and accurate diagnosis depends on the quality of the samples and proficiency of specimen setup.
Despite its importance, processing is a laborious repetitive activity that takes
skilled personnel away from important interpretative work.
WASPLab™ is a modular automated platform for the incubation, storage, digitization and recording of inoculated bacteriology plates.
WASPLab™ barcode driven and conveyor-connected specimen processing
utilizing robotic plate management allows for automated, flexible and lean
specimen workup in Microbiology.
WASP™ and WASPLab™ represent a true modular, scalable, long-term solution
for the efficient automation of specimen processing in bacteriology laboratories, allowing for: planting and streaking, gram slide preparation, enrichment
broth inoculation, robotic incubation and management, Kirby-Bauer application, MALDI-TOF target plate management and plate image recording and
analysis.

DIGITAL BACTERIOLOGY

THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
WASPLab™ digital imaging does not mean taking a very good picture of the
culture plate, it is much more and beyond!
WASPLab™ employs highly sophisticated image acquisition and processing
techniques to obtain the most accurate and artifacts-free digital representation of the culture plates. High resolution image acquisition and digital enhancements are the very foundations of COPAN development of robust and
reliable image analysis features and capabilities, which means entering the
world of groundbreaking Digital Bacteriology.
HEMOLYSIS VIEW

WASPLAB™ DIGITAL IMAGING
1 Camera - high definition trilinear color sensor camera
2 Optics - No distorsion and no color deviation, high field depth
3 Light and background - WASPLab™ can apply four different

lightening - top light, bottom light, dark field and light scattering and background options to acquire high impact culture plates images,
with enhanced colony depth, no distortion or color aberration.

DIFFERENTIAL
ANALYSIS

WASPLab™digital recording is set to conduct multiple plate scans during
incubation and to perform a Differential Analysis of each plate, by comparing
before and after growth plates in order to distinguish actual colonies growth
from plate background noise.
Validation of WASPLab™ Image Analysis features currently in progress.

> GROWTH, NO GROWTH

> HALO RECOGNITION

> CHROMOGENIC IDENTIFICATION

WASPLab™
DIGITAL IMAGE
INTERFACE
WASPLAB™ DIGITAL IMAGING INTERFACE IS
A WEB-BASED, USER-FRIENDLY APPLICATION
THAT ALLOWS TO REVIEW AND ANALYSE HIGH
DEFINITION IMAGES OF CULTURES.

EARLY GROWTH DETECTION
Time 0

6 hours incubation
(Early Growth)

9 hours incubation

12 hours incubation

16 hours incubation
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WASPLAB™ WORKFLOW

LBM™

WASP™

RECORDING
AT ZERO TIME

ROBOTIC
INCUBATION

STACKERS

OR

BIOHAZARD
TRASH

WEB INTERFACE

RECORDING
AT SET INCUBATION TIME(S)
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WASP™

WASP™ - Walk-Away Specimen Processor is a revolutionary fully automated system for urine, swabs,
sputum, feces or any liquid sample planting and streaking, regardless of the specimen container format.
WASP™ KEY OPERATING FEATURES:
> Automatically opens and closes any size specimen
container. Smart scan technology reads barcode label
regardless of position
> Continuous and random loading of any sample type,
no need of batching
> High throughput planting and streaking
> Versatile protocol options and familiar classic streak
patterns, reduce staff training
> Automatic loop and tool change station means longer
walk away time and less user intervention
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PLATE IMAGE
ACQUISITION

After planting and streaking by WASP™, plates travel
by a conveyor belt to the image acquisition station,
before entering the appropriate incubator as designated
by the barcode.
Plates can be scanned using image acquisition optics
and software at zero hour and at user defined intervals.
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ROBOTIC
INCUBATION

WASPLab™ is equipped with high capacity,
small footprint incubators.
Two different size incubators are available:
Single door incubator - 854 plate capacity
or Double door incubator - 1.708 plate capacity
Every plate has unique location for rapid access
and homogeneous environmental conditions.
Automatic inversion of the plate prior to incubation
prevents condensation from falling onto the media.

> Nine silos carousel holds any manufacturer’s plates
media, up to 378 plates to minimize operator’s visits
> Image verification system ensures accuracy and
integrity of loop and presence of inoculum
> Side labelling of plated media allows for clear view
of hemolysis and media color change
> Automatic Gram SlidePrep™
> Inoculate Enric hment Broths including tube labeling
> Antibiotic Discs Dispenser

Each scanned culture image, is tagged, compressed
and stored in the WASP™ Central Server.
At prescribed incubation times, as defined by each
specimen protocol, plates are individually removed,
scanned for growth and placed back into the incubator.
Image recording software can alert staff to positive
growth results.
Individually assigned spaces for the plates for total
random access – Plates are not put in stacks or racks
like conventional plate incubators, instead each plate
is placed on its own individual platform for random,
fast accessibility and plate retrieval.
Individual platforms allow homogeneous airflow and
thermal conductivity to bring plates up to the appropriate temperature and atmospheric conditions quickly
and efficiently.
Operational temperature from 4°C to 40°C.
Works with any plated media.
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WEB
INTERFACE

WASPLab™ digital imaging interface is a web-based,
intuitive, user friendly software application that allows
technolgists the review and digital analysis of plates
high resolution images.

WASPLab™ digital imaging capabilities and image
interface workstation open the door to groundbreaking Digital Bacteriology. Plates cultures can be
viewed and shared among the laboratory staff who
can decide either to accumulate the plates into the
stackers or discard them.
Ergonomic Benches are available for manually
processed specimens.
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STACKERS

Once plates incubation is completed and after the
technologist has reviewed the digital images, plates
are automatically unloaded from the incubators and
sorted in specific stackers.

Stackers can be easily removed by the technologist
from WASPLab™ track and placed on a workstation
bench for re-work or other operator’s interaction.
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WASPLAB
CENTRAL

Single point connection between WASPLab™
and LIS. It allows an open communication with
any third party platform.

WASPLab™ Central Server has an image storage
capacity of 18 TB.

Liquid Based Microbiology (LBM™) systems, leveraged by COPAN patented
FLOQSwabs™ technology, allow to manage in standardized containers the
collection and preservation of a diversity of specimen types, such as: swabs
(ESwab™), feces (FecalSwab™), urines (UriSwab™) and sputum (SLSolution
and Sputum Dipper™). All samples collected with COPAN LBM™ systems are
made available in liquid phase as homogeneous suspensions and can be easily
and efficiently processed with WASP™. COPAN also offers a complete range of
enrichment and selective broths, such as: Selenite broth, TSB salt broth, CAT
broth, LIM broth, THIOL broth and eMRSA broth.

FLOQSwabs™
have no inside:
the sample is
instantly and
entirely released.

COPAN WASP S.r.l.

c/o Futura Science Park
via F. Perotti 18
25125 - Brescia, Italy

t. +39 030 3666100
info@copangroup.com
www.copangroup.com
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